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About This Game

The skies are yours as you master agile dragons in twisting, turning aerial speed trials. Learn precision control as you tackle pin-
point landings and the death-defying obstacle run. When you think you are ready, command the full fury of your dragon’s fire in

the combat courses. Burn your rivals, claw your way to the top, and soar on DragonWingsVR!

Take the reins and fly in VR with your motion controllers, or use a gamepad. It's your choice!

While DragonWingsVR is designed for VR, the game will run without VR equipment.
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Title: DragonWingsVR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Wyrmbyte
Publisher:
Wyrmbyte
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: recommended

English
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pretty good game. Highly recommand this game regarding of what ever other reviewer are writing. I was an early fan of the
original and was still a reference as how a game should be made.

First thing people should keep in mind when playing a remake is keeping some of the original feature to link it to old memories
for the hardcore fan and still plant in some new feature that will attract new player to the franchise. The shity jump is one of the
original feature and i was more than happy to see Conrad jump that way. If puting new enemy and turn it a little more toward
the action genre is required to attract the young then why not, as some other as mention the story is intact and THAT is the
important.

The only real complain i can make and im not the only one, is the voice acting and im pretty sure a couple a guy could put a
mode online to change that completely . And BTW my main language is french and i would have preffer more american style of
voice acting but that is personal.

In the end if you like the original you MUST buy this game and play it as a gift to your little self.
You Fanboy are never happy with anything!. I got killed by a giant bug.

Fun times.. EXTREMEME LAG
But gud game. Pretty unsatisfying as it is not the whole song and is missing some parts to make it shorter i hope that they add
finale in the next one
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This has a gerbil ball game that I play pretty much every time I play VR. It's a very simple game, but I keep coming back to it..
It's presented in a colorful way and with a lot of humor, but don't be folled - it's a legit and challenging tactical wargame. If you
are not afraid of going against all odds from almost the beggining and feel that you've got what it takes to bring your platoon
through the Normandy and back home in one piece - you can't miss it. Highly reccomend.. Its about 130am. I was about to go to
sleep and Preta has finaly come.

Short Preview!
the video demonstrated for the game is nowhere in visual quality of this early access game. Character, sound, animation, effects
are very very good. I used a xbox one controller. I played for the first 30 minutes, it appears this game will have depths as after
the tutorial, I was placed in a town where I can enhance various aspects of my character. This is indeed something special..
Awesome game, very much enjoy the purchase. Would like to see 1st person perspective if possible.. A very good learning tool
for beginner guitarists\/bassists complete with a decent variety of songs. It covers basic techniques with a little bit of advanced
techniques such as jazz chords... you can't use extended-range (more than 6\/4 strings) as it should be though (djenters might
find it disappointing). It took me quick to be able to play some songs while the more complex ones such as those prog metal &
shreddy songs could use more knowledge in music theory.. This is probably the best game I have ever played in my life. I was
not paid to write this.. The rhythm Beat 'em Up we don't deserve.

Way of the Passive Fist is a Beat 'em Up sidescroller that is based on defensive mechanics.
If you love parries, well timed dodges and Capcom style dashes stop reading and buy the game.

The Gameplay consists of parrying, dodging, shoving and evading your enemy until he is tired or your
combo meter reaches a certain number so you can take him out with a finishing move.
Every face button is a different defensive move, it's up to you to learn the patterns of the
various enemy types so you can uhm defend I guess.

Next to the very large number of different enemy types, are 5 bosses. The bosses are all unique and have
gotten new forms with the New Dawn update.
Sadly the bosses are also my one gripe with the game. Most of them are alright, but not as fun as the rest of the game by a long
shot. The biggest offender being Thorneborne's new version in the New Dawn update. I personally found him to be
inconsistent and cheap. This could just be me being bad at the game, but I can get through the new Dawn mode without dying
once except to Thorneborne, which usually kills me around 4 times.

The visuals are fantastic, the animations are smooth and the sound design is amazing as well.
You can time your parries and dodges according to visual and sound cues no problem.

Both stories are perfect Mad Max/Fist of the North Star pulp, nothing to complain about here.

5/5 nails exactly what it wants to do.
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